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Meeting Minutes

Planning Commission

7:00 PM Council ChambersMonday, February 8, 2016

a. Environmental Impact Report (EIR) Scoping Meeting for a master plan encompassing 

9.25 acres in the vicinity of Trousdale Drive and Marco Polo Way ("Peninsula 

Wellness Community Master Plan") (Peninsula Health Care District, applicant ; Pinto + 

Partners, Architect) (329 noticed)  Staff Contact: Erika Lewit

Peninsula Wellness Community Master Plan - Staff Report and 

Attachments

Peninsula Wellness Community Master Plan - Narrative

Attachments:

All Commissioners had visited the property.  There were no ex-parte communications to report.

Planning Manager Gardiner provided an overview of the staff report. 

Questions of staff:

> There will be no action tonight, correct? This meeting is to identify environmental issues to be 

studied in the EIR. (Gardiner: Correct.)

> The public will be able to comment on the Draft EIR when available, correct? (Gardiner: Yes. 

Included in the EIR will be supporting studies including a traffic study. Should other issues come up in 

this meeting or through the study, there will be additional supporting information.)

Vice Chair Loftis opened the public hearing.

Cheryl Fama, Peninsula Health Care District, represented the applicant:

> District Board wants to ensure that its property will always be used for the health and wellness 

needs of its residents.

> Proposed long-range master plan will define the buildings, open spaces, programs and services . 

Development partners will be identified to build and operate the programs.

> Program EIR being launched with this meeting. Will allow environmental mitigations to be 

considered as a whole rather than on a case-by-case basis as future project EIRs come before the 

commission. 

Prakash Pinto, Pinto + Partners, represented the applicant:

> Program of senior housing, health support and working spaces that support healthy aging.

> Medical offices and health research facilities.

> Open space is an important part: therapeutic gardens, emphasis on fitness and mobility for aging 

people.

> Intergenerational programs.

> Hetch Hetchy easement to be utilized as major open space that integrates the various uses. 2 acres 

of publicly accessible open space.

> Majority of traffic will be from from Trousdale Drive accessed from hospital access drive. 

> Has evaluated options for Trousdale/Marco Polo intersection.

> Lower scale towards residential buildings on Marco Polo Way, higher height towards the hospital.
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Joel Roos, Pacific Union Development Company, represented the applicant:

> 10-11 month review schedule.

> Design guidelines being initiated in the coming month.

> Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) and special studies will proceed through March.

> March 19 Joint City Council/Planning Commission meeting.

> EIR public review period in July-August, comments/response period in the fall.

> EIR completed in the fall or early winter.

Commission questions/comments:

> 20 year span for buildout? (Roos: Projected worst case. Depends on what the market brings.) That 

is a long duration in terms of the neighborhood and potential impacts.

> When would the open space spine be built? (Roos: Has not got to that detail yet.)

> Sections show parking on Marco Polo Way either underground or at grade. Is one of the sections 

out of date? (Pinto: Section in the master plan is the most updated. Only one area of parking is on grade, 

at southern part of site. Hetch Hetchy line goes up and down and want to make sure ground floors face 

that space. Small area where parking will need to be raised but majority will be below grade.) 

> Great opportunity for neighborhood-making on Marco Polo Way so uses other than parking will be 

important. Environmental assessment should look at ground level and neighborhood being created along 

the street.

> Has there been consideration for larger gymnasium? Could allow cross -over uses. City lacks 

gymnasium spaces, could be used primarily for seniors but could have times for other ages to come in 

and interact with the seniors. (Fama: Tenant at 1875 Trousdale is a senior recreation program run by the 

hospital and hopes they will consider some space on the property in the future.)

> Concern with traffic with three schools in the area: BIS, Franklin and Spring Valley. 1500 students in 

the morning traveling in the area. Wants to ensure thorough traffic study.

> Concern from noise from project on nearby schools.

> If sea level continues to rise what would be the impact on this area of town?

> Is goal to provide 600 parking spaces driven by zoning or from traffic engineer study? (Pinto: 

Number is generated from the traffic study, based on ITE numbers mixed with the city standards based 

on the program. Considering more aggressive TDM measures such as shuttles.) Wants to justify parking 

counts, see how it compares with what was done at the hospital. Hospital has a parking area that looks 

like it was put in to meet zoning requirement rather than demand. Would be good for the community to 

find the right number of parking spaces even if it does not match the zoning requirement if it can be 

justified.

> What kind of step-down is being considered along Marco Polo Way? (Pinto: Looking at 5 stories, 

stepping down to 4, 3 and 2 next to the neighborhood but still provide critical mass of housing.)

> Is there concern with the age of the Hetch Hetchy facility? (Pinto: Has met with the PUC, which 

stated that the pipes are in good condition. Assessment was done with the hospital project.)

> Who will work in community gardens and who will manage it? (Pinto: Looking at a variety of 

programs that exist in the Bay Area for these kinds of programs. Community Gatepath has a program 

where people take care of the grounds as part of their work program. Looking to integrate seniors into 

that program. Wants the open space programming to be the "social glue" for the entire project. Looking 

at a wide range of programs focused on onsite residents, but may consider other programs that invite 

the public in as well. Hopes amenities such as the cafe will be open and used by others in the area.)

> Where will the playground be? Will it be specific to Gatepath? (Pinto: Next to Community Gatepath 

at southern corner of the site - transition between the neighborhood. It will be specific to Gatepath, with 

issues of security and fencing for safety.)

> Solar studies for March and June at 12 pm look very similar. 

> Would be good to have BIS students involved in community gardens. (Pinto: Familiar with edible 

schoolyard program in Berkeley.)

> What led to access for shuttle drop-off from Marco Polo? (Pinto: Studied many options. Originally 

had the drop-off at the midpoint but it biforcates the public realm with the turnaround. Would create 

pedestrian conflicts. Moved it to southern end of site next to Community Gatepath, which is the major 

driver for the drop-off. Also where Clarise Lane cuts in would be cleaner to have a clear intersection for 
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drop-offs.) 

> Could primary access be from hospital side of the site? (Pinto: Considered it, but can't perforate the 

Hetch Hetchy easement. Put senior housing with low parking demand on one side, higher parking 

demand uses accessed from hospital side.)

> Can trees be planted on the Hetch Hetchy easement? Shade trees will make the space completely 

different. (Pinto: Can have tress in pots or raised beds. Is hoping to have trees for shade, is having 

landscape architect evaluate. Has also looked at wind, with buildings and plant materials to providing 

shield from wind.)

> Anticipated maximum population at midday? (Pinto: Depends on tenants in professional offices and 

visitors. Will look into it.)

Public comments:

Kathy Smith spoke on this item:

> Speaking on behalf of the Ray Park neighborhood.

> Can learn from Mills Peninsula parking lot with increase in RV vehicles as a primary residence and 

means of transportation. Mills Peninsula parking lot has an increase in hospital staff using RVs as a 

means of transportation to get to work. 

> Patients and staff have parked RVs in parking lot from 10 days up to 3 months last spring. Over 

Labor Day weekend in 2015 an RV set up a camp with a barbecue pit and two motorcycles that took 15 

compact spaces.

> This past weekend an RV used 5 spaces and neighbors were disturbed by power generators.

> Cost of homes and apartments will change where we live and what we drive over the next 20 years.

> The health district's underground parking does not address RVs. It has an inadequate height for an 

RV to enter and exit.

> Neighbors do not want to see a motor home camp develop over time. There is no water, power or 

sewage hookups.

> EIR should include a study on the growth of RV vehicles as a primary residence, and where to 

accommodate RVs for the health district's building and site.

Question of staff:

> Is that use permitted by code? (Kane: No. Staff has received one code enforcement complaint about 

an RV and it was resolved within three days of the complaint coming in. Neighbors should call in 

complaints if they are disturbed by RVs. There are some legal restrictions on the ability to enforce 

anti-camping ordinances as a constitutional problem with homelessness. However as a use it is not 

permitted under the zoning code.)

Violet Guerra spoke on this item:

> Owns home on corner of Marco Polo and Clarise. 

> Concerned with traffic in the area.

> Driveway that goes into the parking lot does not currently have much traffic. 

Cathy Newell spoke on this item:

> Sometimes underestimate the parking needs for seniors. Senior housing often doesn't have enough 

parking designed into it.

> Drop-off needs to consider rediwheels and vans that seniors use to get to wellness programs 

including those coming in from the community.

> Disabled parking needs to be considered.

> Gardens should be designed for people with mobility challenges with wide enough paths for 

wheelchairs, walkers and scooters.

Vice Chair Loftis closed the public hearing.
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Commission discussion:

> Sewer and water supply analyses should be studied for demand on infrastructure.

> Consider 20-year duration and impact on neighborhood.

> Traffic and parking, with seniors are more mobile and active.

> Determine right parking ratio.

> Assessment of impacts and benefits of location of 20,000 square feet of retail commercial space, 

how it can help with neighborhood-making.

> Consider potential for gymnasium space.

> Determine where parking along Marco Polo Drive would be, minimize impacts of portions above 

grade so there can be good street life.

> Study how building heights on Marco Polo interact with neighboring apartments.

> Determine how exterior community integrates with the internal community, specifically who manages 

the garden.

> Traffic along Marco Polo is a primary concern. Signalizing at Trousdale Drive could make sense.

> Assign timeline to the phases of the 20-year plan. Professional office buildings will be in the last 

phase. Are phases running in parallel or at the same time?

> Program EIR can help the individual projects.
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